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Abstract 
 
 
Title: Artefiletics in education of Romany People 
 
Objective: The main objective is to support integration of subject relations in education 
of Romany pupils in the first class of elementary practical school. Within the framework 
of everyday education process to use and to activate cultural habits of monitored group. 
 Another objective is to create methodical sheets to help pedagogues with 
integration of Artefiletics in to education process of (not only) Romany pupils.  
 
Methods: Theoretical part is dedicated to available literature analysis concerning 
contemporary Romany population in the Czech Republic. 
Empirical part of work presents methodology and qualitative evaluation research 
results.  
 
Results: Results distinctly shows that usage of Astefiletics as an educational and 
pedagogical mean has its evidence-based reason. Artefiletics is here used as an 
educational factor mediating with playful and spontaneous form a subjective experience 
to the Romany children. Pedagogical action by the help of Artefiletic makes possible to 
sensually develop an individuality of every kid and to lead children towards the 
recognition of basic ethical and social norms, and to respekt other people. We can 
assume that Artefiletics is a useful technique for integration of subject relations in 
education. 
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